
ALWAYS ON DUTY
Your 24 Hour Fire Sentinel



The Future Of Fire Threats

The key to all emergencies is time, the longer it takes for any emergency 
services to react the more damage occurs. This is particularly applicable to 
fires. 

The sooner someone or something reacts to a fire, the chances of 
extinguishing the blaze becomes exponentially better the sooner you react. 
And for this purpose, this new technology fire suppression device, Elide Fire 
Ball, is ideally suited.



Why Elide Fire ® Fire Extinguishing Ball?

90% of average citizens have not used or know how to use a fire extinguisher 
and in an emergency fire situation, can not activate or effectively operate the 
canister. 

People instinctively run away from a fire situation. Untrained people are not 
encouraged to turn around and attempt to extinguish a fire.



Introducing Elide Fire ® Fire Extinguishing Ball






Why Elide Fire ® Fire Extinguishing Ball?

Elide Fire ® is always on duty as a self-igniting sentinel.

It’s lightweight, safe and easy to handle.

You can stand back and throw it into the fire from a distance.

No training is required, it can be used by almost anyone, including the elderly 
and children.

It’s nontoxic and not dangerous to humans or the environment.



How It Works

The fireball has 1.3kg of chemical dry powder inside it. When exposed to 3 to 
10 seconds of open flame the fuse trigger inside the fireball will detonate. 

An instant blast occurs and the chemical powder disperses over an area of 6 
to 10 square metres. The powder suffocates the oxygen in the area, thereby 
extinguishing the fire.



Alarm Noise Signal

As the Elide Fire ® Fire Extinguishing Ball is activated a loud noise/signal is 
released, this is to alert people nearby of the fire that has broken out.






How To Use (Automatic Fire Surveillance)

Install the Elide Fire Ball 10cm - 30cm above the critical places where a fire 
would generally start or occur.

Work:

- Machinery, ovens
- Equipment
- Engines, motors
- Electrical products
- Server rooms

Home:

- Above kitchen stoves
- Heaters
- DB boards
- Places of overload








How To Use (Manual Fire Extinguishing)

Place in high risk areas where people can access or use them easily.

- Security Guards
- Busses 
- Restaurants

Simply throw or roll the fireball gently into the fire, it will automatically activate 
and extinguish the fire.



How To Install (Quick And Easy)



Product Lifespan & Information

Elide Fire ® has a 5 year lifespan.

It does not go off if dropped less than 2.5m.

Keep the unit stored between -40°C and 85°C.

No maintenance needed.

The chemical powder is not harmful to humans or the environment.



Large Elide Fire Ball ® EFB-L

Model: EFB-L
Extinguishing Coverage: 6m – 10m
Product type: Indoor Installation for Buildings
Size: 6 Inches
Weight: 1.3 ± 0.2 kg.
Alarm Noise Signal: 113 – 139 dB (Impact Noise as ACGIH 
1999 Standard)
Usability and Storage Temperature: Not lower than -40°C 
and not exceed than +85°C.
Class A*: For automatic surveillance and fire extinguishing 
with fires involving wood, paper & textiles.
Class B*: For automatic surveillance and protection from 
flammable liquids such as petrol, diesel or oil.
Class C*: For automatic surveillance with fires involving 
gasses.
Short Circuit Fires: For automatic surveillance and 
protection caused from electrical short circuits.



Mini Elide Fire Ball ® EFB-S

Model: EFB-S
Extinguishing Coverage: 3m – 6m
Product type: Indoor Installation for Buildings
Size: 4 Inches
Weight: 400 ± 10g.
Alarm Noise Signal: 113 – 139 dB (Impact Noise as ACGIH 
1999 Standard)
Usability and Storage Temperature: Not lower than -40°C 
and not exceed than +85°C.
Class A*: For automatic surveillance and fire extinguishing 
with fires involving wood, paper & textiles.
Class B*: For automatic surveillance and protection from 
flammable liquids such as petrol, diesel or oil.
Class C*: For automatic surveillance with fires involving 
gasses.
Short Circuit Fires: For automatic surveillance and 
protection caused from electrical short circuits.



Mini Elide Fire Ball ® EFB-A

Model: EFB-A
Extinguishing Coverage: 3m – 6m
Product type: Engine Room Installation
Size: 4 Inches
Weight: 400 ± 10g.
Alarm Noise Signal: 113 – 139 dB (Impact Noise as ACGIH 
1999 Standard)
Usability and Storage Temperature: Not lower than -40°C 
and not exceed than +85°C.
Class G*: For automatic surveillance and fire extinguishing
Class B*: For automatic surveillance and protection from 
flammable liquids such as petrol, diesel or oil.



Certifications

Designed under US Patent No. 6,796,382.

ISO Certification: ISO 9001:2015. To view the report please, click here.

CE Marking: CE 1395

Certified safe for humans & environment - PZH/HT.3211/2016

https://www.elidefireball.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/ISO9001-Ver-2015-Cert_Main.pdf


Limitations

Once a fire gets too large then it’s too late to use the product.

The products are not intended to replace conventional fire extinguishers, 
instead they are used in conjunction with them to furthermore decrease the 
possibility of potential fire outbreaks. Fire extinguishers are still legally part of 
fire requirements. 

The extinguishing balls have a 5 year life-span/warranty, after which the 
effectiveness of the balls cannot be guaranteed.

The balls are intended for indoor use and cover certain Class A, B & C fires.

The mini blue automotive is intended for Class B & G fires.



ALWAYS ON DUTY
Your 24 Hour Fire Sentinel


